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You never have to worry about running out of fuel. In the 
unlikely event it does happen, you'll receive a Rush 
Delivery at no extra charge:

✔ Rush Delivery Service
✔ A complete System Safety Test (propane)

After hours delivery fees will apply. 

In addition, a required System Safety Test  charge will apply 
for propane deliveries.

You can choose from two easy payment options:
• Budget Payment Plan
   Spread your winter fuel costs into 
   even monthly payments to keep your
   fuel bills low and predictable all year.
• Billing per Delivery
   We will invoice you for each delivery.

You may prepay by cash, check, or credit card, unless you 
are a credit approved will call customer. Minimum 
deliveries will require pre-payment prior to delivery.

AUTOMATIC DELIVERY MYTH: 

AUTOMATIC DELIVERY FACT:

"You use more fuel when you choose Automatic Delivery."

Whether you choose Automatic Delivery or Will Call Delivery, the only one who 
can control how much fuel is used is YOU. Someone in a smaller home who 
keeps their thermostat low is going to need less fuel delivered than a family 
who turns up the heat all winter long in a larger home.
Every situation is unique. We deliver based on your specific needs.

Do you have the best propane or fuel oil plan?
Only you can decide! See the chart below to make sure you understand all of the details.

Automatic Delivery
We take care of everything.

Will Call Delivery
You "will call" when you need fuel.

We carefully monitor your deliveries based on your 
historical usage. Our advanced system also keeps track of 
weather conditions since you are likely to use more fuel 
during colder temperatures.

You are responsible for monitoring the level of fuel in your 
tank at all times. You will need to  notify us when your tank 
is at or near the 25% full mark to allow sufficient time for us 
to fill your tank prior to being completely out.

There is no need for you to check your tank or worry about 
calling to schedule a deliveries. 
We handle everything.

We already have customer deliveries scheduled for the 
week to come. Therefore, you must allow us at least 5-10 
days to route your delivery.

It is our responsibility to make sure you always have the 
fuel you need, whenever you need it.

If you cannot wait 5-10 days, we will schedule a rush 
delivery. However, since we will need to re-route a truck 
specifically for you, a special delivery fee may be added to 
your invoice.


